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The problem of a steady motion of a viscous incompressible fluid between two
 .rotating coaxial cylinders Couette flow is considered. It is shown by operator
theory that it is linearly stable with respect to two dimensional disturbances under
all circumstances. The proof is based on a lemma which can be generalized to
apply to other problems with a similar structure. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The theory of hydrodynamic stability has been recognized as one of the
central areas of fluid dynamics throughout this century. It is concerned
with when and how laminar flows break down, their subsequent develop-
ment, and their eventual transition to turbulence. Although investigations
of hydrodynamic stability go back to 1764 when Euler raised the problem
of convection currents resulting from the slight compressibility of a heavy
fluid, a systematic study of hydrodynamic stability was undertaken in the
 .nineteenth century as a consequence of work of Hagen 1839 andÈ
 .Poiseuille 1842 that produced experimental evidence of the two regimes
of the fluid flows}laminar and turbulent.
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To solve a problem of hydrodynamic stability one must often study the
behavior of the solution of a system of nonlinear partial differential
equations. However, for quite a long time, this research presented itself as
a very difficult one. Therefore, in the wake of early pioneering work of
w x w xRayleigh 14 and Reynolds 15 , the mathematical problem is cast in an
approximate way: linearization. In spite of the enormous simplification
which results from linearization, a general analysis of some of the prob-
lems is still lacking, even in the case of simplest basic state flows.
Nevertheless the literature concerning the theory of linear as well as
.nonlinear stability has grown steadily and some of the problems have
 w x.been solved successfully cf. Drazin and Reid 5 . Numerical and analytical
methods have been used, and most proofs inevitably involve elaborate
computations. For the most part, recent theoretical work is directed
toward developing more elegant and practical techniques than originally
considered to solve such problems and for obtaining general results
concerning stability or instability.
It is the objective of this paper to present a simple proof, not involving
elaborate computations and not limited by any other approximation, that
Couette flow between rotating coaxial cylinders is linearly stable with
respect to two dimensional disturbances under all circumstances, including
cylinders rotating in opposite directions as well.
 .As is customary, the basic flow is given in cylindrical coordinates r, u , z
by
u s u s 0, u s V r , p s P r , .  .r z u
 .where V r s Ar q Brr, satisfies no slip on the cylinders, which possibly
rotate in opposite directions. The problem is put in nondimensional form
based on the outer cylinder; a length scale based on its radius and velocity
scale the product of its radius and its angular speed. A suitable Reynolds
number is defined based on the velocity and length scales and the
kinematic viscosity.
w xThe governing disturbance equation, in dimensionless form, is 5
22 y2 2 y2 2 y2D#D y n r w y inRV D#D y n r w s s D#D y n r w , .  .  .
r - r - 1, 1.1 .0
when n is an integer representing the Fourier decomposition over the
 .  .  .interval 0 F u - 2p , V r s 1rr V r the angular velocity within the
 .fluid, R is the Reynolds number, s is the eigenvalue growth rate , and
D s drdr, D# s drdr q 1rr. The boundary conditions are
w r s Dw r s w 1 s Dw 1 s 0. 1.2 .  .  .  .  .0 0
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 .The structure of the governing equation 1.1 bears a striking similarity
to that of the equation which governs the linear stability of plane Couette
w xflow}namely the Orr]Sommerfeld equation. Tamaki and Harrison 19
were the first authors to investigate the above problem and they found it
possible to make use of the same type of argument as that used previously
w x w xby Orr 13 for plane Couette motion. Later Harrison 8 , by comparing his
results with Orr's results, did show that the shearing motion between
circular cylinders is relatively more stable than the shearing motion be-
tween parallel planes if m is small and relatively less stable if m is large
where m s V rV , V , V are the angular velocities of the inner and2 1 1 2
outer cylinder, respectively. Harrison corrected some basic errors in the
equations given by Tamaki and Harrison. More recently, Schulz-Grunow
w x16 , by numerical calculations, showed that the flow is linearly stable to
two-dimensional disturbances, for all values of V , when V s 0. Our2 1
intention here is to prove stability for the cases where V / 0, so that1
w xy` - m - ` are all admissible. The reader is also referred to 17 , where
 .the case of solid body rotation V s V / 0 m s 1 is treated.1 2
In the last thirty-five years, nonlinear theories of instability, transition,
and chaos for Couette]Taylor flow have been developed. Most of them
w xmake use of linearized theory and linearized calculations 2, 18 . It is
within this context that the problem considered in this paper has generally
been revisited over the years, for instance in studies of counter-rotating
w xcylinders 7 . However, a proof of the type to be given here has not been
put forth.
 .In the next section, the stability equation 1.1 is analyzed by operator
theory. The foundations for this approach were laid in the work of
w xDiPrima and Habetler 4 . In the current paper, a lemma is introduced
w xwhich is similar to that of the second author, in a previous work 9 , where
the linearized stability of circular pipe flow was treated. It also appears
that the linearized stability of plane Couette flow may be treated by this
w xmethod, since the equations are analogous 5 .
2. ABSTRACT FORMULATION AND LINEAR STABILITY
In what follows H is the complex Hilbert space,
1 2< <H s w r w dr - ` ,H 5r0
with inner product,
1 :w , c s rwc dr , w , c g H .H
r0
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Define an operator M in H by
Mw s mw s yD#D q n2 ry2 w , w g dmn M , 2.1a . .
where
dmn M s w g H N w , Dw , abs. cont., mw g H
2.1b .
w r s Dw r s w 1 s Dw 1 s 0 .4 .  .  .  .0 0
Thus M is a densely defined, closed, symmetric operator in H with closed
 w x.range cf. Kato 11 . Furthermore, if w g dmn M then integration by
parts gives that M has a positive numerical range,
12 22 y1 2 : 5 5 5 5Mw , w s Dw q n r ww dr G n w .H
r0
 w x.Moreover, by a standard variational calculation cf. Friedman 6 ,
 : 5 5 2Mw , w G b w , 2.2 .
where b is a positive real number independent of n, so that M is positive
definite. The adjoint of M, M* is given by
M*w s Mw , w g dmn M* > dmn M , 2.3a .
where
 4dmn M* s w g H N w , Dw , abs. cont., mw g H . 2.3b .
 .With the above definitions understood, one may rewrite Eq. 1.1 as
M*Mw q inRV Mw s ys Mw , w g dmn M*M . 2.4 .  .
 .The adjoint of Eq. 2.4 is
M*Mx y inRM* V x s ys Mx , x g dmn M*M . 2.5 .  .  .
 .  .The completeness theory of the eigenfunctions for Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5 is
 w x.well known cf. 4 .
 .First note that when n s 0, Eq. 2.4 reduces to
M*Mw s ys Mw . 2.6 .
 .Let u be a solution of 2.6 and therefore a non-zero element of
 .  .dmn M*M . Then by taking inner products of Eq. 2.6 with u one obtains
 :  :M*Mu, u q s Mu, u s 0. 2.7 .
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 .It is straightforward to see that M*M is nonnegative and nul M*M s
 .nul M s 0u . Equating the real and imaginary parts of 2.7 one has
 :M*Mu, u
Re s s y - 0, Im s s 0, .  . :Mu, u
which assures stability.
2  .From now on suppose n / 0. Then, it suffices to take b s n in 2.2 .
To complete the proof one needs the following development. The null
space of M*, nul M* is two-dimensional, and is spanned by
nrq r s . . ynr
An orthogonality condition between M*w and nul M* leads to the intro-
Ãduction of an operator M.
Ã w x.LEMMA 1 cf. 9 . Define M with domain
Ã  4dmn M s c g dmn M* N M*c H nul M* 2.8a .
such that
Ã ÃMc s M*c , c g dmn M . 2.8b .
ÃThen M is a selfadjoint extension of M and
Ã Ã :Mc , c G 0, c g dmn M .
ÃProof. The construction of dmn M proceeds as
Ã  :dmn M s w g dmn M* N M*w , q s 0, k s 1, 2 , 4k
and is given by computing for k s 1, q s r n,1
1 1n n 2 y2 n :M*w , r s r mw r dr s r yD#D q n r w r dr .  .H H
r r0 0
1 n 2 y1s r yD rD q n r w dr . .H
r0
1nq1 ns yr w9 r q nr w r s 0, .  . r0
 n.by application of the boundary conditions and since M* r s 0. In a
similar manner for k s 2, q s ryn,2
1yn ynq1 yn :M*w , r s yr w9 r y nr w r s 0. .  . r0
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Thus the condition M*w H nul M* leads to two independent boundary
conditions
yw9 1 q nw 1 q r nq1w9 r y nr nw r s 0, 2.9a .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
yw9 1 y nw 1 q rynq1w9 r q nrynw r s 0, 2.9b .  .  .  .  .0 0 0 0
Ãwhich render the operator M selfadjoint by the classical criterion of Ince
w x10, p. 215 .
Ã ÃThe fact that M is positive semidefinite follows, since if c g dmn M,
Ã Ãthen Mc s Mw, for some w g dmn M, that is, because rng M and rng M
are both H to nul M*. Moreover, c s w q f, for some f g nul M*. Then
Ã Ã 2 :  :  : 5 5Mc , c s Mw , w q f s Mw , w G b w .
Ã Ã :However, f g dmn M, so if w s 0, Mc , c s 0.
Remark. Since the eigenvalue problem
ÃMw s lw 2.10 .
is selfadjoint on a finite interval, the theory developed in Coddington and
w xLevinson 3, Chap. 7 applies and there exists a complete set of eigenfunc-
Ãtions of M in H.
 .Next, let z s Mw then 2.4 in terms of z reads as
M*z q inRVz s ysz . 2.11 .
 .This is the vorticity form of 2.4 . Since M* has no boundary conditions,
 .the crux of the analysis is to show that the actual solutions z of 2.11 lie in
Ãthe dmn M so that the equation may be written as
ÃMz q inRVz s ysz . 2.12 .
 .  .LEMMA 2. If z s Mw satisfies 2.11 , then z satisfies 2.12 .
ÃProof. There is a famous equivalent representation M, due to von
w x  .Neumann 1, p. 117 such that 2.8b holds and
Ãdmn M s dmn M [ nul M*.
Look at the solutions of the equation
ÃMz y inRV z s l z .
 .  4As a perturbation of 2.10 they are a complete set z in H withk
 4  wcorresponding eigenvalues l cf. Coddington and Levinson 3, Chap.k
x.12 . Put
z s h q f , k s 1, 2, . . .k k k
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for some h g dmn M and f g nul M*. Then, ;kk k
ÃM h q f y inRV h q f s l h q f .  .  .k k k k k k k
so that
Mh y inRVh y inRV f s l h q l f . 2.13 .k k k k k k k
 .Now M has four boundary conditions, so operate on both sides of 2.13
 . with M*, requiring h g dmn M*M this is not a strong requirementk
.since solutions are analytic ,
M*Mh y inRM* Vh y inRM* V f s l Mh . 2.14 .  .  .k k k k k
 .  .Equation 2.14 is an inhomogenous version of 2.5 . By the Fredholm
 .alternative, being inhomogeneous for h , 2.14 will have a solution if andk
only if
 :inR M* V f , w s 0, .k k
where w satisfiesk
M*Mw q inRV Mw s l Mw . 2.15 .k k k k
 .This is identical to the eigenvalue problem 2.4 , so from the completeness
 4  4of the sets z and w , it is possible to identify s s yl .k k k k
That is,
 :inR M* V f , w s 0, .k
 .where w satisfies 2.4 . Thus the compatibility condition is
 :  :w , M* V f s Vz , f s 0. .k k
 .This condition is indeed met when and only when M*z H nul M*, since
 .  .z H nul M* as z g rng M in 2.11 . Thus z must also satisfy 2.12 .
 .Armed with Lemma 2 one may write Eq. 2.11 as
ÃMz q inRVz s ysz .
THEOREM. Couette flow is linearly stable two-dimensional disturbances.
ÃProof. Since z g dmn M, then by taking inner products
Ã :  :  :Mz , z q inR Vz , z s ys z , z
Ãand since z f nul M s nul M*, by equating real and imaginary parts,
 :Re s s y Mz , z - 0, .
which assures linear stability.
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Conclusion. It has been demonstrated that Couette flow between rotat-
ing cylinders is linearly stable to disturbances lying in a plane perpendicu-
lar to the axis of the cylinders. Thus every unstable disturbance must have
an axial dependence. Though these results indicate no least stable value of
 .n, the most unstable three-dimensional disturbance by a linear criterion
need not be axisymmetric since no Squire's theorem exists for this configu-
ration. In fact when the cylinders rotate in opposite directions, asymmetry
 w x.becomes particularly important cf. 12 .
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